
 

 
 

   

  

 
 

 

 

 
  

 
  

 

 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

Alleghany College of Maryland Project: 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Addenda 5 

A B C D 

1 Question Spec. Section Drawing Response 

2 

Is there any specification on the lens tubes to be provided? 
Standard etc or edit? 

11 61 00 - Basis of design is enhanced definition. See revised 
specification. 

3 

I’d like to confirm that the project structural engineer has 
already ok’d the roof for motorized rigging and confirm that 
the line in the spec that calls for the rigging system to have 
engineered stamped drawings is just to engineer the 
attachment to the building. 

11 61 33 - The Structural Engineer of record has determined that the 
maximum allowable loading is 20PLF. This calculation 
incorporates new roofing materials and new smoke 
hatches. It shall be the responsibility of the TEC to provide 
stamped drawings for new work as indicated in relevant 
specification sections. 

4 

The rigging requires all the crew to be ETCP rigging 
certified.  Would one lead ETCP rigger with the remainder of 
the crew not being certified be acceptable? 

11 61 33 - A lead rigger who is ETCP certified and is present for the 
entirety of the project and trainings is an acceptable 
alternate. 

5 

Who is responsible for the cost of storage/ Conex 
containers?  The TEC or the GC? 

01 10 00 - See revised specification. 

6 

Who is responsible for the stage floor protection/ additional 
plywood needed for the load distribution of a lift? 

01 10 00 - See revised specification. 

7 

Will the GC provide a fork lift for unloading of trucks? 01 10 00 - See revised specification. 

8 

For the curtains, would you be willing to accept Rose brand/ 
ADC for the curtains and track as long as they are made with 
the fabrics specified. 

11 61 43 - Rose Brand and ADC are acceptable alternates. Alternate 
fabric(s) will need to be submitted for approval. 

9 

TR-8 detail D shows aircraft cable suspending the dead hung 
rigging, would domestic grade 30 ¼” chain be acceptable in 
place of the aircraft cable? 

11 61 33 TR-8 Chain is allowed in place of cable. 

10 

Is the GC responsible for all temporary facilities? 01 10 00 - See revised specification. 

11 

We do not have an ETCP electrician on staff.  But I have 3 
ETC factory certified technicians on staff.  Would this work 
for this requirement?  We also do have a Virginia licensed 
master electrician on staff. We have been installing 
theatrical lighting systems for over 20 years. 

11 61 00 (1.6.B) - A certified Master Electrician licensed in the State of 
Maryland is an expectable alternative. See revised 
specification. 

12 

Lighting spec samples sections calls for lamacoid labels on 
plugging strips but spec section 2.5 calls for silk screened 
Lexan labels.  These silk screened labels are the 
manufacture standard 

11 61 00 (1.7.F) - See revised specification. 

13 

Who is to pull and provide low voltage control wiring? 01 10 00 - Furnish and pulling low voltage cables, unless noted, is 
under Electrical contract. See revised specification. 

14 

Confirming per our conversation that in 11 61 43 stage 
curtains, section 2.2 a. That there will be no custom logo. 

11 61 43 - This is no logo or other decorative applications on the main 
drape. See revised specification. 

15 

We would be interested in bidding the AV portion but we do 
not have a CTS technician.  We are Dante level 2 and Q sys 
level 2 certified.  Would that suffice? 

27 41 16 - If contractor does not directly employee CTS certified staff, 
a CTS-D engineer needs to review and approve all 
submittals and changes throughout the length of this 
project. All other CTS requirements are waved only if 
installation quality of said work meets or exceeds 
standards detailed in the CTS certification. 

16 

Please provide a detail for the VCT flooring to be installed in 
the seating area. 

Tile is Patchcraft, ANEW-TALC-00505-v2 

RFI Questions 1 



  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

   
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

  
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Alleghany College of Maryland Project: 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Addenda 5 

A B C D 

1 Question Spec. Section Drawing Response 

17 

Is a stair nosing required? Yes 

18 

Is a riser required? If so, would a 6” vinyl base be 
acceptable? 

A riser is not required unless currently existing. 

19 

I see network jacks on the outlet boxes and plugging strips 
but I don't see any portable nodes indicated. Should there 
be? 

11 61 00 - There are no portable nodes specified for this project. All 
nodes are mounted in the equipment racks located in the 
booth. 

20 

Please confirm that the base bid includes protection of the 
existing seats (assuming they remain with the base 
proposal). The alternate price would then include the new 
seats as well as any other required work for the seat 
installation. 

01 10 00 - Finished surfaces that are not included project scope shall 
be protected for the duration of renovation. See revised 
specifications. 

21 

Please confirm that the fee – bond – insurance is to be 
included within each alternate price requested. 

01 10 00 - Provide bid bond for JUST the base bid of the project only, 
do not factor bonds for add alternates into the bid. 

22 

Has testing been completed to ensure that the concrete floor 
will accept the loading from new fixed seating? 

- Testing has not been completed. It shall be the 
responsibility of the awarded contractor to safely install all 
new work within manufacture specifications and related 
building codes. 

23 

What is the intent for the ceiling at the new partition  walls? 
Note #12 on A-4 states “ Modify Existing SATC for new 
partition walls. Replace track as needed to match existing, 
install missing tile and replace any damaged ceiling tile with 
new to match existing. See Interior Design Drawings” 

- A-4 SATC adjustments to accommodate new control booth 
partitions and to deliver a finished space for owner 
occupancy shall be at the determination of the general 
contractor. Owner makes no assumption of condition or 
sufficiency of existing SATC. 

24 

Please confirm  that there are no Liquidated Damages 
associated with the project. 

- -  Liquidated damages will be $200 per day after the planned 
substantial completion date. 

25 

During the walk it was mentioned that the EC would need to 
install new low voltage for the IT department, can you provide 
more information? 

- - See revised theatrical line diagram for additional network 
ports. Per revised 011000 all IT network cable shall be 
Cat6a, white. 

26 

During the site walk it was mentioned that new conduit needs 
to be run above the bottom of the roof steel. Please confirm? 

- - All new pathway shall be mounted above the bottom of 
structural roof supports and tight to the ceiling. 

27 

Specification 116143 section 1.6 Qualification paragraph D 
does not specify Pittsburgh Stage Inc. as an approved 
manufacturer. As a manufacturer and installer of theatrical 
curtains and rigging equipment for over 80 years and a 
vendor of products from ADC, KM Fabrics, Fred Krieger & 
Company, and Rose Brand we ask that Pittsburgh Stage Inc. 
and its suppliers we represent be listed as an approved 
manufacturer of specified curtains? Please advise. 

11 61 43 - Provide all relevant materials as detailed in specifications 
for requesting approval. 

28 

Specification 116143, Part 2.06 Tracks and Battens 
paragraph A.1 does not specify ADC as a approved track 
manufacturer. Will ADC models #280 and #173 be 
acceptable tracks as shown on the line set table on drawing 
TR-00 and shown reflected on drawing TR-8 section A. 

11 61 43 - See revised specification. 

29 

Specification 116143 section 2.5 Fabrics paragraph Ba 
specifies Crescent by Bella TEX as the 20oz IFR woven 
velour. Will Crescent (20oz IFR) by KM Fabrics be 
acceptable? 

11 61 43 - See revised specification. 

RFI Questions 2 



 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Alleghany College of Maryland Project: 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Addenda 5 

A B C D 

1 Question Spec. Section Drawing Response 

30 

Specification 116143 section 2.5 Fabrics paragraph Ca 
specifies Prospect by Bella TEX as the 22oz IFR knitted 
velour. Will Encore (22oz IFR) by Rose Brand be 
acceptable? 

11 61 43 - See revised specification. 

31 

Specification 116143 section 2.5 Fabrics paragraph E 
specifies Heavy Wt. Muslin by Bella TEX as the Seamless 
heavy weight FR cotton muslin. Will Heavy Weight Muslin 
(seamless FR cotton muslin) by Rose Brand be acceptable? 

11 61 43 - See revised specification. 

32 

Specification 116143 section 2.5 Fabrics paragraph B.a 
specifies 20oz Crescent by Bella TEX as the material used 
for the front setting curtains. Drawing TR.00 calls for the front 
setting curtains to be fabricated using 25oz prestige. Please 
advise which fabric is desired. 

11 61 43 TR-00 See revised specification and revised drawing. 

33 

Specification 116143 section 2.5 Fabrics paragraph Ca 
specifies 22oz Prospect by Bella TEX as the material used 
for the rear setting curtains. Drawing TR.00 calls for the rear 
setting curtains to be fabricated using 20oz Crescent. Please 
advise which fabric is desired. 

11 61 43 TR-00 See revised specification and revised drawing. 

34 

Specification 116143 section 2.5 Fabrics paragraph D 
specifies Sharkstooth Scrim by Bella TEX as the material 
used for the Scrim. Drawing TR.00 does not list a Scrim in 
the lineset table. Please advise. 

11 61 43 TR-00 See revised drawing. 

35 

Specification 116133 section 1.6 Qualification paragraph I 
does not specify Pittsburgh Stage Inc. as an approved 
rigging dealer/installer. As a manufacturer and installer of 
theatrical curtains and rigging equipment for over 80 years 
and a vendor of products from ADC, KM Fabrics, Fred 
Krieger & Company, and Rose Brand we ask that Pittsburgh 
Stage Inc. and its suppliers we represent be listed as an 
approved rigging dealer/installer/manufacturer of specified 
rigging? Please advise. 

11 61 33 - Provide all relevant materials as detailed in specifications 
for requesting approval. 

36 

Specification Section 116143 Article 2.2 entitled Front Setting 
Curtain Construction; Paragraph A specifies a decorative 
scholastic logo/letter panel. Please provide logo and desired 
size. 

11 61 43 - See response above. 

37 

Specification Section 116143 Article 2.2 entitled Front Setting 
Curtain Construction; Paragraph B specifies 75% fullness for 
fabrication of Valance. Curtain schedule published on 
drawing TR-00 specifies a fullness of 1. Please clarify the 
fullness for the Valance Curtain. 

11 61 43 - See revised specification and revised drawing. 

38 

Specification Section 116143 Article 2.2 entitled Front Setting 
Curtain Construction: Paragraph B specifies 5” bullion fringe 
and 2” laser cut filigree accent stripe to match decorative 
logo panel. Please provide specifics and or design for the 2” 
laser cut filigree accent stripe and logo. 

11 61 43 - See revised specification. 

RFI Questions 3 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Alleghany College of Maryland Project: 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Addenda 5 

A B C D 

1 Question Spec. Section Drawing Response 

39 

Specification Section 116143 Article 2.2 entitled Front Setting 
Curtain Construction; Paragraph C specifies 75% fullness for 
fabrication of Grand Drape. Curtain schedule published on 
drawing TR-00 specifies a fullness of 1. Please clarify the 
required construction of the Grand Drape. 

11 61 43 TR-00 See revised specification and revised drawing. 

40 

Specification Section 116143 Article 2.2 entitled Front Setting 
Curtain Construction; Paragraph C specifies 5” bullion fringe 
and 2” laser cut filigree accent stripe to match decorative 
logo panel for the Grand Drape. Please provide specifics and 
or design for the 2” laser cut filigree accent stripe and logo. 

11 61 43 - See response above. 

41 

Carpet covers the rise just under the stage front. There 
doesn't seem to be a mention of this, please confirm that the 
rise carpet is to be replaced. 

- - Carpet affixed to rise face shall match new carpet. 

42 

116100 calls out house lights but when we go to the 
drawings there isn't a schedule. 

11 61 00 - See photometrics report for detailed layouts. Fixtures used 
are HL120B78-30, MP80B-X-30, MICR40WM90-30 

43 

Please clarify the Basis of Award for the contract. As an 
interested bidder, there are three award scenarios: 
1. General + Electrical Prime to one firm 
2. General Prime only 
3. Electrical Prime only 
As a General Contractor, we have no interest in the third 
scenario as a stand alone, but want to provide the most 
competitive bid. Also, the electrical contractors we have 
contacted so far have no interest in acting as an Electrical 
Prime, but prefer to work as a sub to a General Contractor for 
this project. 

Additionally if we select on your bid form that we choose to 
pursue both contracts there is only one place for base bid. 
Can the Bid Form be changed to allow us to submit prices for 
each scenario?  

Bid Form - The owner takes no exception to either the General or the 
Electrical acting as sole contractor on this project as long 
as the entirety of the project's scopes are fulfilled. In the 
case of a single contractor providing the project's entire 
scopes please break-down base costing to a General Base 
and the Electrical base per revised bid form. 

44 

The documents, specifications and drawings regarding the 
AV System does not list any specific manufacturers, part 
numbers, accessories/loose items, or exact quantities.  Can 
you provide via addendum an appendix BOM for this project 
that coincides with all requirements and drawing set? 

27 41 16 AV Series A/V contractor shall provide a functional system which 
takes into account current economic conditions and lead 
time delays that meet or exceed 274116 specification. Bid 
submission shall be reviewed and compared to said 
specification. 

RFI Questions 4 



       
         

      

     

 

  

   

   

    
     

  

   
           

  
  

   
 

 

 

  

   
 

  

          

                
   

 
 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Allegany College of Maryland Project No. 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Bid Set 

SECTION 00 01 12 – BID DOCUMENTS 

BID 

Proposal of ______________________________________________ (hereinafter called 

“BIDDER”), organized and existing under the laws of the State of __________________ doing 

business as __________________________________*.  To the Allegany College of Maryland, 

12401 Willowbrook Road, SE, Cumberland, MD, 21502 (hereinafter called “OWNER”). 

In compliance with your Advertisement for Bids, BIDDER hereby proposes to perform all work 
for the construction of Zimmer College Theatre Renovation in strict accordance with the 
CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, within the time set forth herein, and at the prices stated below. 

By submission of this BID, each BIDDER certifies, and in the case of a joint BID each party 
thereto certifies as to its own organization, that this BID has been arrived at independently, without 
consultation, communication, or agreement as to any matter relating to this BID with any other 
BIDDER or with any competitor. 

BIDDER acknowledges receipt of the following ADDENDUM: 

*Insert “a corporation”, “a partnership”, or “an individual” as applicable. 

BIDDER agrees to perform all the work described in the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS for the 
following unit prices or lump sum: 

1. The undersigned Bidder proposes and agrees, if this bid is accepted, to enter into an 
Agreement with Owner in the form included in the contract documents to complete all work as 
specified or indicated in the contract documents for the contract price and within the contract 
time indicated in this bid and in accordance with the contract documents. 

2. Bidder accepts all of the terms and conditions of the Instructions to Bidders. This Bid will 
remain open for 90 days after the day of the bid opening.  Bidder will sign the agreement and 
submit any other documents required by the contract documents within fifteen (15) days after 
the issue date of Owner's Notice of Award. 

BID DOCUMENTS 00 01 13 - 1 



                   
          

 

      

      

   

          

          

          

        

        

    
  

    
 

  
  

    
                

  
 

  
  

 

   
    

     

     

        
 

            
  

     
 
 

 

 

Allegany College of Maryland Project No. 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Bid Set 

3. In submitting this bid, bidder represents, as more fully set forth in the Bidding Documents That: 

a. Bidder has examined copies of all the contract documents and of the following addenda: 

Addendum Number Dated 

Addendum Number Dated 

Addendum Number Dated 

Addendum Number Dated 

Addendum Number Dated 

(receipt of all which is hereby acknowledged) and also copies of the bidding requirements 
including or Invitation to Bid and the Instructions to Bidders; 

b. Bidder has examined the site and locality where the work is to be performed, the legal 
requirements (federal, state, and local laws, ordinances, rules, and regulations) and the 
conditions affecting cost, progress, or performance of the work; and has made such 
independent investigations as Bidder deems necessary. 

c. This bid is genuine and not made in the interest of or on behalf of any undisclosed person, 
firm or corporation; and is not submitted in conformity with any agreement or rules of any 
group, association, organization or corporation; Bidder has not directly or indirectly 
induced or solicited any other bidder to submit a false or sham bid; Bidder has not solicited 
or induced any person, firm or corporation to refrain from bidding; and Bidder has not 
sought by collusion to obtain for himself any advantage over any other Bidder or over 
Owner. 

4. The bidder is making this submission for the following contract(s), details for each contract 
are noted in section 011000 (please check all that apply): 

A. General Contractor Prime _________________ 

B. Electrical Contractor Prime _________________ 

5. The undersigned Bidder, having carefully examined the Procurement and Contracting 
Requirements, Conditions of the Contract, Drawings, Specifications, and all subsequent 
Addenda, as prepared by Owner / Architect, and consultants, having visited the site, and being 
familiar with all conditions and requirements of the Work, hereby agrees to furnish all material, 
labor, equipment, and services, including all scheduled allowances, necessary to complete 
the work according to the requirements of the Procurement and Contracting Documents will 
complete the work for the following price(s), which excludes sales tax on material permanently 
incorporated into the work, as indicated in the conditions of the contract. 

BID DOCUMENTS 00 01 13 - 2 



                   
          

 

      

  

                   
         

 

  

                   
         

  

Allegany College of Maryland Project No. 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Bid Set 

General Contractor: 

Base Bid:  ($ ), _______________________ 
(figure) (use words) 

Electrical Contractor: 

Base Bid:  ($ ), _______________________ 
(figure) (use words) 

BID DOCUMENTS 00 01 13 - 3 



                   
          

 

      

 

 

      
   

                       

                                    

               
  

                       

                                    

     
  

                     

                                   

              
   

                     

                                   

           
   

                       

                                    

       
   

                       

                                    
  

Allegany College of Maryland Project No. 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Bid Set 

6. ALTERNATES 

C. ADD Alternate #1: Bidder shall submit the amount to add remaining theatrical fixtures 
noted on drawing TL-07 and in section 116100. 

ADD the sum of ($ ), _________________________ 

(figure) (use words) 

D. ADD Alternate #2: Bidder shall submit the amount to add (6) motorized hoists and con-
trols as shown on TR-08 and TL-01 and detailed in section 116133. 

Add the sum of ($ ), _________________________ 

(figure) (use words) 

E. ADD Alternate #3: Bidder shall submit the amount to add wireless intercom as shown 
on Drawing AV-04 and detailed in section 274116. 

Add the sum of ($ ), _________________________ 

(figure) (use words) 

F. ADD Alternate #4: Bidder shall submit the amount to add acoustic wall treatments in 
theatre as shown on A-4 and detailed in section 098433. 

ADD the sum of ($ ), _________________________ 

(figure) (use words) 

G. ADD Alternate #5: Bidder shall submit the amount to add all seating as defined in Sec-
tion 126100 and Drawing TS-1.2 and TS-1.3. 

ADD the sum of ($ ), _________________________ 

(figure) (use words) 

H. ADD Alternate #6: Bidder shall submit the amount to add new carpet, under seat tile, 
and complete remaining finishes as shown on A-1. 

ADD the sum of ($ ), _________________________ 

(figure) (use words) 

BID DOCUMENTS 00 01 13 - 4 



                   
          

 

      

  

  
  

    
         

  
 

         
   

  

   

                         

                                                  
 

                
 

 
  

Allegany College of Maryland Project No. 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Bid Set 

7. COMPLETION OF THE WORK 

The “Representative Construction Schedule” included with the bid documents includes 318 
total cumulative calendar days on-site between a proposed construction start of September 
6, 2022 and a proposed substantial construction completion date of July 21, 2023.The Bidders 
are hereby required to submit a brief narrative of how they propose to phase construction 
within a 10 month construction period and provide an estimated total number of cumulative 
calendar days. 

Bidder agrees that the work will proceed and be substantially completed in the following 
timeframe from the receipt of a Notice-to-Proceed from the Owner or the issuance of the 
building permit, whichever occurs later. 

Total Number of Days On-Site from Notice-to-Proceed to Date of Substantial Completion: 

. 

Date of Substantial Completion: . 

8. The terms used in this bid are defined in the conditions of the contract included as part of the 
contract Documents. 

BID DOCUMENTS 00 01 13 - 5 



                   
          

 

      

 
 

 
 

   
      

 
   

       
 
              
  
 

   
     
       
        

   
 
 
 
  

________________________ _____________________________________ 

________________________ _____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

________________________ _____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

Allegany College of Maryland Project No. 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Bid Set 

Respectfully Submitted: 

Signature Address 

Title Date 

Phone No. 

License No. (if applicable) Fax No. 

SEAL (if BID is by a corporation) Email Address 

BID DOCUMENTS 00 01 13 - 6 



                   
          

 

      

 
 

 

                                                                      

 

                                                               

    

                                   

 

  

                                          

                                     

    

                         

  

  

 

   

   

    

  

      

 

 
 
 
 

Allegany College of Maryland Project No. 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Bid Set 

BID BOND 

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that we, the undersigned 

as Principal, and ______________________________________________________ 

as Surety, are hereby held and firmly bound unto The Al-

legany College of Maryland  as OWNER 

in the penal sum of _________________________________________________________ 

for the payment of which, well and truly to be made, we hereby jointly and severally bind our-

selves, successors, and assigns. 

Signed, the day of , 2020. 

The Condition of the above obligation is such that whereas the Principal has submitted to 

a certain BID, attached hereto and hereby made a part hereof to enter into a contract in writing, 

for the NOW, THEREFORE, 

(a) If said BID shall be rejected, or 

(b) If said BID shall be accepted and the Principal shall execute and deliver a contract in 

the Form of Contract attached hereto (properly completed in accordance with said BID) and 

shall furnish a BOND for his faithful performance of said contract, and for the payment of all per-

sons performing labor or furnishing materials in connection therewith, and shall in all other re-

spects perform the agreement created by the acceptance of said BID, 

then this obligation shall be void, otherwise the same shall remain in force and effect: it being 

expressly understood and agreed that the liability of the Surety for any all claims hereunder 

shall, in no event, exceed the penal amount of the obligation as herein stated. 

BID DOCUMENTS 00 01 13 - 7 



                   
          

 

      

 
 

    
  

  
 

 
 
 
 

    
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        
                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                       
                                 
 
 

                                    
 
 
 

    
  

 
 
  

Allegany College of Maryland Project No. 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Bid Set 

The Surety, for value received, hereby stipulates and agrees that the obligations of said Surety 
and its BOND shall be in no way impaired or affected by any extension of the time within which 
the OWNER may accept such BID: and said Surety does hereby waive notice of any such ex-
tension. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Principal and the Surety have hereunto set their hands and seals, 
and such of them as are corporations have caused their corporate seals to be hereto affixed 
and these presents to be signed by their proper officers, the day and year first set forth above. 

(L.S.) 
Principal 

Surety 

By: 

IMPORTANT- Surety companies executing BONDS must appear on the Treasury Department's 
most current list (Circular 570 as amended) and be authorized to transact business in the state 
where the project is located. 

BID DOCUMENTS 00 01 13 - 8 



                   
          

 

      

 
 

 

 

 

                                              
 

 
        

 

            
 

                              

   

 

     

   

   

 

 

     

   

   

   

     

                           

       

 

 

 

 

 

Allegany College of Maryland Project No. 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Bid Set 

AFFIDAVIT OF QUALIFICATION TO BID 

I hereby affirm that 

1. I am the and the duly 
(Title) 

authorized representative of the firm of ______ 
(Name of Corporation) 

whose address is _____________________ 

and that I possess the legal authority to make this affidavit on behalf of myself 

and the firm for which I am acting. 

2. Except as described in paragraph 3 below, neither I nor the above firm, nor to the best 

of my knowledge, any of its officers, directors, or partners, or any of its employees directly in-

volved in obtaining contracts with the State or any county, bi-county or multi-county agency, or 

subdivision of the State have been convicted of or have pleaded nolo contendere to a charge of, 

or have during the course of an official investigation or other proceeding admitted in writing or 

under oath acts of omissions which constitute bribery, attempted bribery, or conspiracy to bribe 

under the provisions of Article 27 of the Annotated Code of Maryland or under the laws of any 

state or the federal government (conduct prior to July 1, 1977 is not required to be reported). 

3. (State "none" or, as appropriate, list any conviction, plea, or admission described i 

paragraph 2 above, with the date; court, official, or administrative body: the individuals involved 

and their position with the firm, and the sentence or disposition, if any.) 

BID DOCUMENTS 00 01 13 - 9 



                   
          

 

      

 

 

  

   

    

   

     

  

   

  

 

  

  

 

                               
                                                           

 
 
                                                         
  
 
 
 
 

Allegany College of Maryland Project No. 06-1578-1 
Zimmer College Theatre Renovation Phase 1 Bid Set 

I acknowledge that this affidavit is to be furnished to the Allegany College of Maryland 

and, where appropriate, to the Board of Public Works and to the Attorney General under section 

16D of Article 78A of the Annotated Code of Maryland. I acknowledge that, if the representa-

tions set forth in the affidavit are not true and correct, the Allegany College of Maryland may ter-

minate any contract awarded and take any other appropriate action. I further acknowledge that I 

am executing this affidavit in compliance with section 16D of Article 78A of the Annotated Code 

of Maryland, which provides that certain persons who have been convicted of or have admitted 

to bribery, attempted bribery, or conspiracy to bribe may be disqualified, either by operation of 

law or after a hearing, from entering into contracts with the State or any of its agencies or sub-

divisions. 

I do solemnly declare and affirm under the penalties or perjury that the contents of the 

affidavit are true and correct. 

(Signature) 

(Date) 

BID DOCUMENTS 00 01 13 - 10 
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